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FROM THE EDITOR

Peter D G Raven

Times flies…
We are now fast approaching the end of quarter one and whilst
there is a light at the end of the tunnel—as far as COVID-19 is
concerned, from a supply chain perspective, things are still
pretty chaotic.
Aside from very high airfreight rates because of much lower
belly capacity, we have container shortages because of trade
imbalances and this is not only causing rate hikes but in some
cases causing supply chains to grind to a halt because of severe
equipment shortages. I never thought that I would see the
advent of more SOC (Shippers Own Container) bookings being
made, but this is fast becoming a reality.
In Europe, because of the lockdowns I am seeing a shortage
of cardboard. Why? Simply, when there is less product being
shipped (in cardboard cartons) there is less cardboard to
recycle and push back into the supply chain. What is deeply
troubling is that whilst there is a heightened emphasis on green
and environmentally friendly supply chains and practices,
COVID-19 is doing almost the exact opposite. Think of all those
disposable masks, syringes and other consumables that are
being thrown away by the truckload every day plus all the
styrofoam and other packaging equipment being used to ship
vaccines. It’s scary to think what impact all this is having on
the environment.
There is always much to talk about and do for any Logistican
and the time for us to shine is now—as the spotlight is on many
of us. Let’s keep the supply chain moving the best way possible
and we hope you enjoy this issue of CargoNOW.
As always we look forward to any feedback you might have,

Peter D G Raven
Editor-In-Chief (Interim)
peter@cargonow.world
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NEWS

Full Bloom Valentine’s Season
on Qatar Airways Cargo

It was a Full Bloom Valentine’s
Season for Qatar Airways Cargo
The carrier transported 5000
tonnes of flowers for Valentine’s
Day, introducing additional
flights and charters to cater to
the demand in key markets. Its
product QR Fresh offers a seamless cool chain for the transport
of flowers.
It is a floral February for Qatar
Airways Cargo as it transported millions of flowers for Valentine’s Day, one of the biggest
events worldwide. Qatar Airways Cargo transported more
than 5000 tonnes of flowers,
mainly roses and carnations.
The increase in floral exports
for 2021’s Valentine’s Day is
a testament to the customers’
trust in the airline’s cool chain
solutions.
Thanks to its innovative QR
Fresh solution, the flowers
are maintained in a temperature-controlled
environment
during the transport process

including any transit. The cargo
carrier shipped flowers from all
over the world with the main
markets being Ecuador, Colombia and Kenya. Flowers are also
uplitied from The Netherlands,
India, South Africa, Uganda,
Thailand, Sri Lanka and Ethiopia among other countries.
Guillaume Halleux, Qatar Airways Chief Officer Cargo said,
“Valentine’s Day is a global celebration and there is no betier
way to express your love, than
with flowers. We are glad to
help spread tonnes of love and
cheer around the world by introducing additional capacity
and freighters on our key routes
to support our customers. Understanding the nature of these
delicate flowers, we have special processes in place to ensure
a seamless cold chain for their
transport.”
To meet the demand, Qatar Airways Cargo operated eight Boeing 777 freighters from Quito
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with flowers destined for European and Australian markets,
in addition to its scheduled four
weekly Boeing 777 freighters.
The carrier also added three
freighters from Quito to Miami,
in addition to the three regular rotations. Miami serves as
one of the largest distribution
hubs in the United States of
America. It also added 13 mini
freighters and five Boeing 777
freighters from Nairobi, to support Valentine’s Day shipments
besides transporting flowers
on its regular four weekly Boeing 777 freighters. From Bogotá,
the carrier transported flowers
on its two weekly Boeing 777
freighters. It is the airline’s fitih
Valentine season from Ecuador,
second from Colombia and sixteenth season from Kenya.
Overall in 2020, Qatar Airways
Cargo uplitied close to 32,000
tonnes of flowers.

NEWS

Cainiao Launches Container
Booking Service To Connect
200 Ports Worldwide and
Mitigate Global Shortage of
Shipping Containers

Cainiao Smart Logistics Network (“Cainiao”), the logistics
arm of Alibaba Group Holding
Limited, today announced the
launch of its container booking
service for air and sea freight
spanning over 200 ports in 50
countries. The service encompasses the booking of containers and the end-to-end logistics
management in the line haul
process. While the global container shortage has increased
shipping costs, Cainiao is able
to offer a cross-border port-toport shipping fee which is 3040% lower than the average
market rate. In China, the ports
include those located in Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Hangzhou, Yiwu
etc.
Container bookings are confirmed in as fast as two business
days after an order is placed by
the merchant, versus the industry average of one week to
a month, with compensation up
to RMB100 (US$15) per order
if the booking confirmation is
delayed. If a merchant’s cargo misses the departure time

after booking due to Cainiao
or its partner, the merchant is
entitled to a compensation of
RMB1,000 (US$155) per container for sea freight shipping
or 20% of international sea
freight shipping fee, whichever is higher, 50% of near-sea
freight shipping fee, and 10%
of air freight shipping fee.
“In the face of the current global container shortage and surging shipping prices, Cainiao is
committed to leveraging our
technology and logistics ecosystem to provide a one-stop
port-to-port shipping solution
for exporters and importers. By
working closely with airlines
and cargo companies, we aim to
safeguard the entire cross-border line haul network and instill greater stability into sea
and air freight shipping.” says
James Zhao, General Manager
of Cainiao Global Supply Chain.
Globally, approximately 60% of
goods are shipped by container via 180 million containers
worldwide. Most recently, the
surge in demand for shipping

containers in China, coupled
with delays in containers returning to China due to the
pandemic, has resulted in a
severe container shortage and
soaring freight rates which
impacted export and import
businesses. Merchants dealing
with exports outside of China
are also impacted as container
ships rush back to China without waiting for cargo space to
be fully utilised, in order to
cater to the huge demand from
Chinese exporters.
Data from China Container Industry Association (CCIA) also
revealed that the average container turnaround times have
increased to 100 days from 60
days previously because of
capacity cuts in Europe and
the United States. These ports
struggle with lack of workforce
and infrastructure to handle
the surging inbound goods
which in turn delay the return
of empty containers. This has
further exacerbated the shortage.
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NEWS

SF Holding to Take
Over Kerry Logistics
for US$2.3 Billion
SF Holding Co., one of the largest Chinese package-delivery
services, is seeking to acquire
control of tycoon Robert Kuok’s
Kerry Logistics Network Ltd. in
a HK$17.6 billion (US$2.3 billion)
deal for its global expansion.
The Chinese courier plans to buy
a 51.8% stake in Hong Kong-listed Kerry Logistics at HK$18.8 per
share, according to a joint statement to the Hong Kong stock exchange on Wednesday. Bloomberg News reported last week
that SF Holding was exploring a
potential investment in the company.
Kerry Logistics also plans to
sell some warehouse assets
for HK$13.5 billion and its Taiwan business for NT$4.5 billion
(US$161 million) to its parent
company, the statement said. Kerry Logistics proposes a special
dividend of HK$7.28 per share
conditional on the completion of
the warehouse’s sale. Shareholders who accept the SF’s offer will
receive HK$26.08 including the
special dividend, representing an
11% premium to the last closing
price.
Kuok, who is Malaysia’s richest
person, controls Kerry Logistics
through his family holding company Kerry Group and its Hong

Kong-listed real estate arm Kerry
Properties Ltd. SF Holding will
offer cash for the Kerry Logistics
stake and plans to keep the company listed in Hong Kong. After
the transaction, Kerry Properties’s holding in the logistics firm
will be cut to about 20% from
40%.
“The deal demonstrated the Kuok
family’s vote of confidence to SF
Holding and to myself,” SF Holding Chairman Dick Wong said in
a press briefing on Wednesday.
“While Kerry Group gave us the
control of the company, we’ll still
jointly manage Kerry Logistics
together in the future.”
Shares in SF Holding jumped by
their 10% limit in Shenzhen after
trading resumed. Kerry Logistics
climbed as much as 10.5% to a
record high in Hong Kong, while
Kerry Properties gained as much
as 19% in its biggest intraday advance since May 2009.
The deal will help SF Holding
boost its distribution network
and supply-chain services as it
gains a footprint across Asia. Kerry Logistics would become the
Chinese courier’s primary vehicle for international expansion.
SF Holding’s shares have more
than doubled over the past 12
months, helping it surpass Fed-
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Ex Corp. in value and giving it
a market capitalisation of about
US$83 billion.
The Chinese group owns courier service SF Express, which has
benefitted from the rise in online
shopping in China fueled by companies like Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. and JD.com Inc. In 2019,
SF Holding completed the acquisition of Deutsche Post DHL Group’s
supply chain assets in China for
5.5 billion yuan (US$855 million).
Kerry Logistics offers air freight,
trucking and ocean cargo services as well as customs brokerage
and cross-border logistics for ecommerce companies. Its clients
include fashion brands, food and
beverage distributors, consumer goods companies, electronics
manufacturers and other companies throughout the region.
Kerry Properties may pay a special dividend as the developer
could raise its cash position by as
much as about HK$9.3 billion by
selling its stake in Kerry Logistics, according to Bloomberg Intelligence analyst Patrick Wong.
JPMorgan Chase & Co. is the financial adviser to SF Holding,
while the Kerry Group companies have Citigroup Inc. as their
financial adviser.

NEWS

Navtor Optimises Potential
With Fleet Management and
Performance Move in Navfleet
Launch
Global e-Navigation provider NAVTOR is moving into the
realm of fleet management and
performance optimisation with
the launch of NavFleet. The application, developed over the
past two years in collaboration
with key shipowners, enables
real-time operational insight,
performance
optimisation
and enhanced business decision making. NAVTOR CEO Tor
Svanes says the product heralds
“a future of efficiency, performance, intelligence and cost
control” for owners of all sizes
and segments.
NAVTOR has made its name
through the development of a
suite of e-Navigation products,
delivered, updated and connected through a cyber secure
ecosystem that unites shoreside and vessel teams. This provides the platform for NavFleet,
which integrates real-time data
from vessels, fleets, offices and
an array of business-critical
sources within a single, user-friendly, shoreside application.
The result is a complete, common situational awareness,
with the ability to continually
monitor and refine vessel performance. Or, as Svanes states,
“complete control.”
Svanes explains: “Our e-Navigation mission has always
been to simplify operational

tasks while enhancing efficiency, safety and business performance. This may be a new
arena for NAVTOR, but it’s built
on those same principles and
utilises our proven technology,
infrastructure and expertise to
deliver huge benefits for shipowners targeting improved
ship management.
“Using our cyber-secure certified gateway, NavBox, and
cloud computing resources we
can enable remote teams to
work as one—accessing data
relating to, for example, vessel sensors, weather, passage
planning, route optimisation,
engines and fuel consumption,
in real-time. In this way, users have a simplified interface
where everything is connected,
enabling them to see the ‘big
picture’ rather than working
to gather and analyse separate
data streams in isolation. This
unlocks smarter shipping for
everyone… and the benefits of
that are almost unlimited.”
Performance optimisation is a
key NavFleet selling point, with
the ability to benchmark, troubleshoot, refine and share best
practices across fieets while
solving individual vessel issues. For example, if a shoreside
team knew what rpm should
produce a speed of 10knots
in good weather conditions,
vessel engines could be set accordingly and ongoing speed

monitored. If speed doesn’t
meet expectations a hull performance issue could be identified, with bio-fouling producing frictional drag, hampering
performance, and impacting on
fuel consumption and efficiency. NavFleet would deliver this
insight.
But, Svanes notes, that is really
just the tip of the iceberg. The
new awareness also enables
easier compliance, alongside
simplified reporting and administration, with the ability to
automate key reports. Amongst
these will be the mandated EU
MRV/IMO DCS reports, which
can be produced at the touch of
a NavFleet button from later in
2021. A new approach to operational report handling will allow reports (e.g. noon reports)
to be sent directly from vessels
but accessed from anywhere
through the application.
In addition, NavFleet’s real-time monitoring capabilities
will help office-based teams
determine if vessels are falling short of KPIs or deviating
from passage plans, facilitating swift remedial action. This
ability makes it easier for owners to adhere to the covenants
in charter party agreements,
potentially avoiding performance claims and strengthening working relationships.
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CAREERS COLUMN

“How do I network professionally in
this time of COVID19?”
CargoNOW and Hatch Asia are
pleased to bring you the first of
our new Careers Column with
career development and advice for
logistics and supply chain professionals.
Send your career questions to
info@logisym.org and we’ll
feature expert answers and more
in upcoming issues.
The new normal means far fewer big social events like trade
shows and professional conferences where you can meet your
colleagues (and competition) in
the same industry and make
new connections. Social distancing has ended small talk
that leads to those crucial new
opportunities.
However, you can take this
opportunity to network professionally in a different way,
through smaller and more personable settings. To learn how,
let’s take another look at the
fundamental principles behind

professional networking.
Many of us regard professional
networking purely as a way to
create new sales leads for our
organisations or seek new work
opportunities for ourselves.
Realign this worldview to what
a professional network really
can be! A professional network
is a social community first,
where people within the network give, share, and connect.
It’s a community that can help
you engage with others, from
validating and endorsing them,
to advising and supporting
each other.
Thus engaging in real professional networking requires intentional effort from you to cultivate and build relationships
with others. It goes beyond just
making a simple social media
connection—it requires you to
give of yourself and your resources to the people in your
network. The principle of reciprocity will then take over and
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a pay-it-forward effect will become visible.
All these efforts will require
time investment and there is no
shortcut to it. But the rewards
are much better than a superficial exchange of business cards
or a quick connect on LinkedIn
could ever be.
Now you understand the potential of real professional networks, here are three ways you
can network in this pandemic
era.

1. Leverage LinkedIn
LinkedIn is the world’s
largest professional networking platform and it
has a plethora of features
that facilitates real engagement between persons. Besides making the usual connection, learn to cultivate
relationships with people
in your LinkedIn network.
The LinkedIn Messenger
feature allows you to send

CAREERS COLUMN
greetings, share resources
and opportunities in a personal way.
Follow hashtags about topics, industries that you are
keen on and join LinkedIn
groups that help to bring
you closer to people who
share similar interests.
If there isn’t one, you can
simply form your own
and invite others into your
group and start building a
network from there.

2. Produce content and
be known
With no big name events to
bring people together, your
professional brand becomes
even more important to
draw in people to you. Your
professional brand tells
people about your skills,
expertise and personality.
The best way to do this is to
regularly produce content
in the form of knowledge,
opinions and advice related
to your professional brand.
Social media platforms like
LinkedIn will become your
stage to showcase your professional brand when you
actively share your opinions, views by creating your
own postings, commentary
on recent developments and
writing long form articles.
Don’t neglect traditional
platforms such as trade
and industry associations,
alumni networks as well
as topical interest groups as
a place to share what you
know and what you have

learnt with others too.

3. Engage actively, be interested personally
Remote
meetings
have
spread like wildfire, even
in countries like Singapore
where face to face meetings used to be the default
meeting mode. Video tools
like FaceTime, Google Meet,
Zoom, WebEx have become
the norm. They facilitate
group and personal engagement with people without
requiring significant time,
cost and travel expenses.

ship takes time to build so
make it a regular affair.
Don’t let the pandemic dampen
your network. Make the most
of the new tools, platforms and
methods for digital engagement to keep your professional
networking fresh and growing.

For group engagements,
seek to bring people together on a regular basis
to discuss and share about
topics of common interest.
You can also explore online
events organised on Facebook and MeetUp to engage
people who share similar
interests.
For personal engagements,
make an effort to have
short check-in conversations with the people you’re
calling that are about
more than just your work.
These people may include
people you met in school,
through work, hobby and
social groups or even new
acquaintances you met online. Check in with them
about their work, life and
family over video to understand and build a relationship with the person you
are engaging and offer help
and support if it’s something within your means.
Remember that a relation-
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BRIEFING: KNOWN CONSIGNOR REGIME

Safer and Faster: Singapore’s
Known Consignor Regime
It would appear that Shippers
are in delay to apply for Singapore Known Consignor Regime
(KCR). The deadline is 30th April
2021 to submit the application
to the Singapore Airport Police
Division. KCR is a security measure to further enhance air cargo
security on commercial aircrafts
from global terrorist threat. This
is a requirement by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). It will mean that any
cargo transported on commercial aircraft will be subjected to
security measures before loading onto an aircraft.
Cargo from KCR shippers, once
cleared, shall be protected from
interference or contamination
until they are loaded onto the
aircraft.
The Singapore Police Force, Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry
Of Transport and the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore have
been consulting and working
closely with the industry to prepare for the KCR.
Tony Lugg, Former Chairman of
TAPA APAC, said “Manufacturers
and shippers who apply for the
KCR will enjoy random screening of their known cargo as they
would have already adopted an
acceptable level of security in
their business operations. Consignors who do not register as
KCs may continue their current
operations but their entire cargo consignments could be sub-

jected to full security measures
at the airfreight terminals. This
could impact shipping costs and
cut off time needed to make the
flight operations.”
In order to apply and qualify as
a Known Consignor, the consignor:
1.

Must be a legal entity registered in Singapore

2.

Required to implement a security programme, detailing security measures and
procedures across its entire
supply chain including the
manufacturing,
packing,
storage and transportation
of cargo; or

Possesses any of the following
industry-recognised
security
certificate together with a copy
of the assessment checklist and
relevant supporting documents:
a.

Singapore Customs: Secure
Trade Partnership (STP) /

Secure Trade Partnership
Plus (STP-Plus);
b.

Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA): Air
Cargo Security Standards
Level 1;

c.

United States: CustomsTrade Partnership Against
Terrorism (C-TPAT) Tier 2 or
Tier 3

Tony Lugg added “Companies
who digitalise and/or automate
the shipping processes may
qualify for Government grants
where improvements in efficiencies/productivity can be demonstrated. An excellent opportunity for SMEs to leverage on
Government support to enhance
their operational productivity,
whilst ensuring they meet the
KCR requirements.”
For further information on
the KCR programme, please
contact Tony Lugg at tony@
lscms.org.

KCR
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KCR

Non -RCAR
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100%
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TIPPING POINT:
Three Ways the
APAC E-commerce
Supply Chain Must
Evolve in 2021
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B

aby clothes, fashion, cosmetics, even grocery items.
Chinese consumers’ zeal for
buying overseas products online
has whet the appetites of European and US retailers and express
parcel operators.
In fact, cross-border e-commerce
attracted an incredible 211 million Chinese shoppers in 2020, according to iiMedia Research1. Put
in context, that’s about half the
European Union’s population.
Chinese cross border e-commerce
transactions were estimated to be
worth 12.7 trillion yuan (US$1.96
trillion) at the end of 2020, but let’s
not forget the rest of this region.
APAC countries from India to Laos
are seeing cross border e-commerce proliferating because of
improving infrastructure, investment in logistics facilities, easier
payment options, and rapidly rising disposable incomes. What’s
more, many Asian countries and
territories actively promote trade
agreements and regional development strategies, suggesting that
further integration and stronger connections can be expected
1
https://www.iimedia.cn/
c1020/69845.html

within the Asian supply chain in
2021 and beyond.
Key growth markets include Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, South
Korea, Malaysia, India and Bangladesh, Singapore, Vietnam and
Thailand.
Courier, express, and parcel service providers and retailers are
focusing on localising the language experience to suit their
customers, conscious that this
growing cross-border trade is a
vital market driver, and central to
their future success. To cope with
rising demand, the international
supply chain is under pressure to
evolve at pace. What changes are
urgently needed?

TECHNOLOGY
INVESTMENT TO
DELIVER SPEED,
RESILIENCE AND
TRUST
The pressure cooker nature of
the pandemic has undoubtedly
altered the e-commerce business
model. It’s forced faster developments in business and customer

communication, logistics automation, collaborations between 2PLs
and 3PLs, and robotics.
Today new technologies such
as integrated digital platforms
and blockchain are emerging.
Geofencing and machine learning techniques can be applied
to data so that it strengthens, for
instance, the capacity to predict
the delivery time, or to inform the
next party in the supply chain of
when the parcel is expected to arrive at their location.
Multiple efforts are made also to
enhance the security of trading
documents and accuracy of description of the goods, such as certificates of origin and commercial
invoices, in the context of stricter
customs rules introduced across
the globe. New customs regulations include the Synthetics Trafficking and Overdose Prevention
(STOP) Act in the USA2, and Brexit
red tape following the late trade
agreement signed with the EU.
There are also incoming e-commerce VAT rules applied as of July
for goods into the European Union.
Locally in Asia there are examples of collaborative networks designed to ease bureaucracy, such
as Singapore’s Global eTrade Services blockchain network. This
has helped promote transparency and trust between shippers,
freight forwarders and customers
since 2018.
The use of IoT in the industry,
such as digital sensors, will become more prevalent in logistics, enabling a higher degree
of transparency, from inventory tracking to RFID tags which
measure location, temperature or
humidity. This increased visibility will speed up reaction times
2
https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/115/hr5788
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TIPPING POINT: THREE WAYS THE APAC E-COMMERCE SUPPLY CHAIN MUST EVOLVE IN 2021

MORE CHOICE
IN DELIVERY
OPTIONS AND COST
STRUCTURES
APAC consumers crave reliability
and will expect a more sophisticated range of delivery solutions,
depending on the value of their
purchase and their needs regarding speed and convenience. This
will include low cost or free options in the mix, postal and commercial, home delivery and Pick
Up Drop Off networks.
and improve decision making. By
analysing demand for goods and
delivery services, supply chain
companies can streamline their
services and plan efficiently for
both known peaks in demand,
and the unexpected.

CARBON EMISSIONS
REDUCTION TO
MEET CONSUMER
AND REGULATORY
PRESSURE
Commercial growth is not always
good for the planet. Retailers,
shippers and parcel operators
will need to find ways to meet
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) responsibilities,
while running their businesses. With the UN Climate Change
Conference, COP26, taking place
in the UK in November 2021, governments and business leaders
can expect intensifying pressure
to go green – reflecting the surge
in consumer interest in carbon
reduction we’ve seen in recent
years.
Leading postal operators across
the globe, including Asendia, are
already engaged in efficiency
drives and off-setting to become
carbon neutral. The ocean freight

industry is now complying with
the IMO’s new sulphur cap while
warehousing companies are developing innovations to enhance
operations efficiency, labour management and waste management.
The requirement to report statistics on the carbon footprint
of long-haul consignments will
assuredly benefit maritime
shipping, known to be the most
carbon-efficient means of transporting goods, although time
sensitive products do require air
freight. The creation of more international sea-air and sea-rail
transport products have been
predicted by supply chain experts, as a potential compromise.

Locally, we will see a proliferation of one-hour deliveries—such
as Vivo phones being delivered
within one hour via the JD.com
platform in China—as order volumes and technology work together to make this possible in
more and more sub-sectors of
e-commerce. On a cross-border
level, 3 to 5-day deliveries will
become more demanding, with
unpredictable customs processes
and costs to be factored in.
More than ever, clarity of communication and service excellence
from carriers and shippers will
be vital to ensure customer satisfaction and those all-important
repeat purchases.
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DISRUPTION:
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DEFYING DISRUPTION: WHY LOGISTICS NETWORKS MUST BE DIGITALISED

T

has permanently altered the
way goods are being transported and supplied between online marketplaces.

That, however, makes it highly sensitive to all forms of disruption. Changes in consumer
shopping habits can drastically
impact operations. For instance,
with Southeast Asia seeing a
63% increase in e-commerce
gross merchandise value from
20191, there were major adjustments required to cater to this
demand for the industry to
adapt and evolve accordingly.

Last year has highlighted the
gaps within supply chains,
but it has also brought with it
the adoption of new solutions.
Higher volume demand coupled
with the restriction of working
environments proved that services needed to function even
as personnel were working
remotely. We also witnessed
how legacy systems made way
for cloud-based systems capable of automating processes,
counteracting the reduction of
manpower, despite the increase
in volume and transactions occurring in part due to the acceleration of eCommerce.

here are many moving
parts when it comes to
the supply chain and
logistics industry. From freight
forwarders to manufacturers
and importers or exporters,
the supply chain industry is an
ecosystem that operates in both
synchroneity and in relation to
one another.

On top of that, 2020 itself saw a
whole new operating field for the
industry due to the pandemic.
Medicine, agriculture and manufacturing are just some of the
goods essential in helping the
world stand on its feet throughout this period. One major challenge lies in ensuring goods are
where they needed to be even as
everything was in disarray; a
challenge that required a deeper look at the state of the supply
chain industry overall.

THE GOLDEN HOUR
Supply chain has long been a
high-volume business on almost all fronts. Increased activity in the eCommerce ecosystem, however, has rapidly
accelerated purchase patterns
and the mode of delivery. This
1
https://www.bain.com/insights/e-conomy-sea-2020/

There is no doubt that there has
been a reduction in demand for
certain services, but those who
were already on a path to digital transformation before the
pandemic were able to reap the
rewards of business resilience
better than others. Embracing
emerging technologies including AI, Machine Learning, Bot
and Analytics have allowed
teams to identify new opportunities and stay lean using
data-driven approach. This
further ingrained the need to
adopt a future-facing approach
that is capable of not just planning for the now but also remaining steadfast in the face of
the unexpected.

CASTING THE
RIGHT SAILS
Technology has always been
the wind behind the sails of
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success and we foresee emerging technologies continue to
integrate within both the up
and downstream. Having a
business digitally ahead of the
curve sends a clear message
on the resilience of the supply
chain – a highly attractive prospect in this “new” economy.
A majority of our customers
are mainly freight forwarders
themselves, and we ourselves
are a Non-Vessel Operating
Common Carrier (NVOCC) op-

Having a
business
digitally
ahead of
the curve
sends a clear
message on
the resilience
of the supply
chain—a
highly
attractive
prospect in
this “new”
economy.
erating in the Less than a Container Load (LCL) segment. As
such, for our forwarder customers who operate on a global scale, they require partners
who are collaborative to understand their needs and vision. Achieving this involves
CWT Globelink’s services with
our customers and partners

DEFYING DISRUPTION: WHY LOGISTICS NETWORKS MUST BE DIGITALISED

Moving
forward the
digital waves
will continue
to come
storming in,
and even the
biggest ships
that do not
stay ahead of
the curve will
face rough
tides.
through business processes using API / EDI / gateway technologies . This reduces the need for
manual processes and creates
cohesion among all those who
are involved, making it easier
to pursue common objectives
and serve our customers with
the combined efficacy of the
digital tools at our disposal.
One example of our digitisation
effort is the deployment of bots
with Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Machine Learning (ML)
capabilities to process and analyse big data, removing the
need to perform menial tasks
such as invoice data entry.
These features perform most
optimally when operating out
of the same operation resource,
reducing manual processes for
us, our collaborators and ultimately, for the customers.
Nowadays with industry players having to manage a breadth
of moving parts, having multi-

ple touch points for the benefits
of customers has also become
just as an important in driving
new value across the supply
chain. This ranges from online
portals, messenger platforms
as well as mobile applications.
Providing customers with an
array of options to better communicate with agents and partners into our network then further greases the efficiency of
data transformation and business processes along the whole
chain.
CWT Globelink has achieved
this with the help of Low Code
application development technology. We utilise Oracle Application Express (APEX) to accelerate enterprise application
development that run on Oracle
Database, both on premise and
also on cloud. This allows us to
stay abreast of developments
across our supply chain when
the pandemic hit. This served
as a key component in fulfilling
customer demands in highly
fluid operating circumstances.

TAKEAWAY FOR
THE JOURNEY
AHEAD
As a global player for LCL seg-

ment in the Supply Chain and
Logistics industry, a majority of
our business comes from small
freight forwarder players. Adding on the changing landscape
of the industry, it was important for our growth and scaling as a global player to adapt
to changes, while providing the
means and tools for other players to continue operations by
leveraging our expertise and
capabilities.
The foundation of all business processes and operations
should be constantly monitored
and upgraded, just like the hull
of a ship. With a solid foundation, we can look at expanding
our services not only to our
benefit but for the benefit of our
customers to create a more efficient ecosystem for everyone to
thrive on.
Moving forward the digital
waves will continue to come
storming in, and even the
biggest ships that do not stay
ahead of the curve will face
rough tides. Opportunity comes
to those who are ready, and we
must prepare ourselves so that
when the opportunity present
itself, we can capitalise on it effectively.
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How Disruptions Like
Coronavirus Test the
Resilience of Supply
Chain Planning

HOW DISRUPTIONS LIKE CORONAVIRUS TEST THE RESILIENCE OF SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING
BY Aanand Pandey,
AIMMS

A

s the Coronavirus outbreak develops into a
pandemic, people and
businesses alike are feeling its
ripple effects. Manufacturers
like Hyundai are experiencing a shortage of components
that threatens to halt production. Logistics providers like
Maersk are forced to announce
blank sailings due to curtailed
demand. Avenues of transport
are declining as major cargo airlines, like Cathay Pacific, drastically reduce flights
to mainland China and Hong
Kong. With shipments halted,
e-commerce and retail firms
also find themselves bracing
for a substantial dip in sales.
The virus continues to compromise supply chains and disrupt
companies at a troubling rate,
but are businesses prepared
from a supply chain planning
perspective?

FIRST REACTIONS
TO THE OUTBREAK
The era of globalisation has
enabled supply chains to be
broader and more connected.
While this creates tremendous
value, it also brings the inevitable risk that certain events can
have far-reaching consequences that influence supply chains
more than ever before. As a
result, the resilience of supply
chain planning is being called
into question. A recent online
survey conducted by MIT’s
Center for Transportation &
Logistics1 aimed to understand
1
https://www.linkedin.com/
pulse/early-responses-coronavirus-crisis-yossi-sheffi/

Business plans by industry in reaction to the Coronavirus outbreak

how companies are reacting to
the Coronavirus outbreak. The
study included firms in the retail, manufacturing and distribution verticals. It found that
61% of respondents in distribution and retail, and 41% of businesses in manufacturing are
largely in wait-and-see mode as
they watch the news and plan
for a strategy. Although 42% of
manufacturers have restricted
travel to China, there is far less
emphasis on planning–specific
actions as businesses hope to be
able to deal with issues as they
arise.

HOW COMPANIES
ARE THINKING
ABOUT DISRUPTION
Natural or man-made disasters
lead to disruptions that affect
the entire distribution system
and force reactive decision
making. However, many firms
have struggled to proactively
put themselves in a position
where they can be responsive
to such changes. We often don’t
read signals fast enough and
cannot produce the answers we
need quickly. Research con-

ducted by AIMMS found that
38% of supply chain professionals require multiple weeks
to address their network-related questions. 30% of respondents achieve answers within
days. For some, it could even
take months. In a situation
where agility is essential, risks
are not being addressed within
an acceptable time.

WHAT IT TAKES
TO BECOME
A RESILIENT
ORGANISATION
Resilience is at the heart of supply chain planning, and understanding when and where
to invest in resilience can lead
to supply chains that quickly respond and recover from
costly disruptions. Gartner recommends changing the supply chain planning paradigm
from deterministic to resilient
by using new technologies
(see: Gartner’s “Mastering Uncertainty: The Rise of Resilient
Supply Chain Planning”2). At
2
https://guide.aimms.com/
gartner-mastering-uncertainty-rise-of-resilient-supply-chain-planning/?utm_source=SCblog&utm_medium=coronavirus-blog
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HOW DISRUPTIONS LIKE CORONAVIRUS TEST THE RESILIENCE OF SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING
the same time, businesses must
make faster predictions by leveraging cloud platforms and
simulating their physical supply chain.
The prescriptive supply chain
applications
developed
by
AIMMS are at the forefront of
enabling this shift. Network
Design tools that are fueled by
powerful mathematical optimisation in the back end, and
intuitive scenario analysis capabilities at the front, empower supply chain professionals
with the ability to create flexible plans and expose hidden
risks in their network. Demand
simulations can highlight strategic warehouse, plant and
supplier locations and test the
robustness of strategies under
different growth expectations.
Furthermore, executive comparisons and sensitivity analyses, that combine detailed results with clear visualisations,
allow users to evaluate multiple scenarios together. This
leads to insightful and resilient
thinking.

RESILIENT
PLANNING IN
ACTION
AIMMS SCNavigator applications have enabled resilient
planning to take shape both
reactively and proactively. Let’s
explore some examples.
One of our chemical customers uses AIMMS S&OP Navigator to balance their supply
and demand while maximising EBITDA, performing risk
assessments and evaluating
scenarios, subject to multiple

targets and constraints. Unexpectedly, a breakdown in one
of their plants caused a serious production issue which required quick, reactive decision
making. With S&OP Navigator,
they could swiftly simulate the
impact of reduced production
on their supply chain. By dynamically adjusting capacities
and utilisations within the app,
they were able to optimally reallocate volumes and develop a
new production and distribution plan. All of this was done
within an hour, with the management team interactively
reviewing multiple scenarios
during a meeting—an activity
that would have previously taken them at least 24 hours with
more cumbersome and less interactive tools.

The resilience
of supply
chain
planning is
being called
into question
On the other hand, proactively designing a resilient supply
chain requires evaluating future uncertainty, such as politically imposed tariffs or natural disasters like hurricanes.
Most often, these events force
demand and resource usage to
fluctuate. The sudden changes
create an unforeseen impact
on the supply chain that can
only be deciphered by means
of advanced analytics. Using
Network Design Navigator and
its Mixed Integer Programming capability, companies
can not only study their opti-
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mal network under differently constrained conditions and
scenarios, but also simulate
the impact of varying demand
across the entire network. This
allows users to examine when
and where their network will
effectively “break” and emphasizes locations in their network
that might hold hidden value.
In one such analysis, we studied how the utilisation of different distribution centers and
cross–docs changes over time,
as demand explodes by 5% in
year one, 10% in year two and
20% in year three. While most
warehouses experienced the
same, or slightly increased utilisation as the years progressed,
one of the DCs saw its production double. A resilient supply
chain leader might recognise
the strategic importance of this
location and begin ramping up
its capacity to ensure that future uncertainty can be dealt
with.

READY TO EQUIP
YOUR TEAM FOR
RESILIENCE?
We live in an unpredictable environment and cannot control
many of the events that affect
our businesses. However, we
can certainly equip ourselves
with the right tools and technology to make ourselves more
resilient. Designing a flexible
supply chain and evaluating
multiple scenarios not only reduces the risks posed by events
like the Coronavirus outbreak,
but also helps businesses leverage the strategic competitive
advantages that resilience and
preparedness provide.

THE WORLD IS
RETHINKING
SUPPLY CHAIN
TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT

THE WORLD IS RETHINKING SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT
BY River Logic

O

ne of the most striking aspects of the coronavirus
pandemic in 2020 is the
effect it had on transportation.
In some countries and states,
the flow of products and goods
almost came to a complete halt,
except for essential services.

Even these services struggled to
deliver. While manufacturing
also suffered, the transportation
shortage was undoubtedly one
of the biggest supply chain problems, in addition to the availability of stock, due to lockdown and
increased demand on at-home
deliveries.

Part of the
problem is that
transportation
management
and material
sourcing
usually
operate in
separate
organisational
silos and,
while costs
are ultimately
reconciled,
they are
largely opaque
While supply chain managers
have focused on low-cost but
complex supply chains, it’s debatable whether thought has
been given to what will happen

in the event of wide-scale transportation disruptions. Related
to that is whether the true cost
of goods transportation is really understood, especially in the
light of prevailing accounting
principles that regard transportation cost as separate from raw
materials cost, even though it’s
an essential component of landed raw material cost.
Part of the problem is that transportation management and material sourcing usually operate
in separate organisational silos
and, while costs are ultimately reconciled, they are largely
opaque. Rarely do bill of material
(BOM) costs properly take transportation costs into account.
This is one reason why supply
chain managers are rethinking supply chain transportation management and using
advanced analytics such as predictive and prescriptive analytics to better evaluate supply
chain transportation costs and
how they impact the bottom line.

WHAT DO WE MEAN
BY SUPPLY CHAIN
TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT?
In simple terms, supply chain
transportation management can
be defined as the organisation of
goods transport from suppliers
to manufacturers to wholesalers
and, ultimately, to the public. It’s
an integral part of supply chain
management, and its ultimate
goals include ensuring goods are
shipped efficiently, at the lowest
cost and to where they are needed so that they’re available to
meet demand.
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Unfortunately, this definition
reinforces the perception that
transportation management is
a separate function to purchasing, raw materials procurement
and sales. What it doesn’t convey
is that transportation costs contribute, positively or negatively, to the bottom line, and that
transportation decisions need
to be part of, and integral with,
broader purchasing and logistics
planning.

HOW IS
SUPPLY CHAIN
TRANSPORTATION
MANAGED?
Solutions vary from spreadsheets to comprehensive transportation management systems
(TMS). Some organisations, like
Walmart, manage transportation in-house, while others utilise the services of external logistics specialists. Some centralise
operations, while others decentralise. Because of the complexity associated with managing
multiple shipping routes, a great
many organisations depend on
experienced planning teams utilising manual systems.
Although these solutions all
have a place, the question must
arise as to whether they are fit
for purpose.
In terms of software, larger organisations often use in-house
TMS systems. However, the high
costs associated with in-house
solutions mean many companies contract out TMS. More recently, various companies have
switched to cloud-based transport management systems. This
is partly because of the ease of

THE WORLD IS RETHINKING SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT
access, but also because the lower cost of SaaS solutions means
smaller organisations can afford
them.
Whatever TMS is chosen, a key
step is mapping out transportation routes, identifying supply
and delivery nodes and using
advanced software to determine
optimal transportation routing.
Ideally, this would be part of supply chain network design, but is
often treated as a separate exercise, particularly when working
with external logistics

WHAT DOES
TRANSPORTATION
COST?
Transportation represents a
significant percentage of total selling costs. While figures
vary, some commentators believe transportation represents
as much as 50% of total supply
chain costs. A report from McK-

insey and Company1 stated that
outbound logistics represent
between 1.8% and 10% of sales
costs, while others point to the
fact that transportation costs are
equal to around 9% of the nation’s GDP.
These figures demonstrate the
need for effective control of
transportation costs and go a
long way toward explaining
why transport management is
a separate function in organisations.
However, there’s one question
that’s often not answered or even
addressed, and that is whether a
particular pickup or delivery is
economically justified. Granted,
these questions may have been
considered when the supply
chain network was set up, but
1
https://www.mckinsey.
com/~/media/mckinsey/dotcom/
client_service/operations/pdfs/
lean_and_mean-how_does_your_supply_chain_shape_up.ashx

thereafter, apart from an occasional review, they are ignored.
While this is understandable,
given that transportation management usually doesn’t have
visibility into detailed supply
chain costs and vice versa, it
means product costs probably
don’t reflect current realities and
that organisations may be wasting lots of money.

BALANCING ACT OF
TIME VERSUS COST
As companies strive to reduce
inventories while meeting demand, there’s continual pressure
to reduce shipping and delivery
times. Added to that is the additional complexity of omnichannel marketing; direct order customers expect delivery of small
packages, while at the same
time, there’s the need to send
bulk stock to retail stores.
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While Amazon avoids that dilemma by concentrating on direct marketing and Walmart
dodges it through their nationwide chain of stores, many organisations are forced to develop
omnichannel strategies to stay in
the game.
Determining the best transportation strategy in these circumstances isn’t easy without the aid
of logistics modeling software
that’s able to determine answers
to questions such as how to optimise profit while meeting customers’ expectations.

ARE GLOBAL
SUPPLY CHAINS THE
RIGHT ANSWER?
In the current context of how the
coronavirus has disrupted international and national transportation, supply chain managers need
to seriously review the wisdom of
their globalised supply chains.
Thanks to decades of growth in
international trade, virtually all
major companies have extended supply chains that depend on
Asian suppliers. Additionally,
the practice of single sourcing
means, in many instances, there’s
only one supplier of critical parts.
While the disruption caused by
the coronavirus pandemic is unprecedented, perhaps organisations need to rethink how their
global sourcing works. We’re
not suggesting that global sourcing, per se, is wrong, rather that
risk mitigation strategies need
to be more objective around the
frequency and impact of such
events.

THE NEED FOR

PREDICTIVE AND
PRESCRIPTIVE
ANALYTICS
SOLUTIONS
The complexity of supply chain
transportation management systems together with supply chain
intricacy indicates that a different approach is needed. While
there may be good reasons for
separate TMS and supply chain
software solutions, the degree of
interdependency between these
solutions highlights the need for
increased visibility into both the
supply chain and transportation
logistics
Many companies like Walmart
run simulations to predict optimal supply chain routings. However, companies are also taking
advantage of prescriptive analysis (optimisation) to model the
end-to-end value chain, which
means modeling supply chain
while simultaneously modeling
logistics. This analysis is run on
top of a digital planning twin, a
more expanded version of a supply chain digital twin in that it
incorporates financial impact
analysis and inputs, in addition
to areas outside of the supply
chain. This type of modeling
has a distinct advantage in that,
when running and evaluating
transportation scenarios, overall
cost—including production and
vendor—and revenue can be calculated.

RETHINKING
SUPPLY CHAIN
TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT:
MINIMISING RISK
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VERSUS COST
One of the characteristics of modern transportation management
is that when someone finds a better way to do something, everyone follows. Few seem to stop and
say: Is this best for my organisation? However, Walmart stands
out as a good example of a company that successfully bucked the
trend for outsourcing transportation.
The possibility of a coronavirus pandemic originating from
China was predicted in January
2019, but no one took it seriously because conventional wisdom
said that global sourcing is the
answer.
These examples point to an urgent need to rethink supply
chain transportation management philosophies. It’s essential
to be aware that bias, emotion
and wishful thinking often determine organisational decisions.
Prescriptive analytics offers a
viable alternative. Using modeling software, it’s possible to
create a model that accurately
reflects the organisation’s supply
chain. Then, using the organisational data together with external information, to run what-if
scenarios to determine optimal
transportation and sourcing
solutions. Using prescriptive analytics, it’s possible to anticipate
the disruption when the unthinkable happens and to determine viable alternatives. In this
way, it’s possible to objectively
rethink supply chain transportation management.

